


5 Tips to Creating A Great Volunteer Team 
There is nothing better than a team that works like a well-oiled machine, but how do 
you create that?  What does it take to build a team that dreams together, plans 
together and executes efficiently. In this resource we have done the research and came 
up with the top tips and strategies to put together your dream team. 


1. Who Should Serve On Your Team?  That is always the big question.  Do you need 
someone from a certain demographic?  How about individuals with specific skills?  You 
never want to draft someone to your team that doesn’t have a passion for the area in 
which the team will be serving.  For instance you wouldn’t put someone on the Kids 
Ministries team if they didn’t like children.  That would be disastrous. Patrick Lencioni 
in his book The Ideal Team Player says you need three things in any team member.  
They need to be Hungry, Humble and Smart. 


2. Get to Know Your Team - When you put together a group of people from different 
backgrounds, demographics and seasons of life, you are bound to have differences of 
opinion about ideas, philosophy and more.  When you get to know your team and they 
get to know each other, it allows them to see each other from someone else’s eyes.  
When Robert learned that Shannon came from an abusive home life, then he realized 
why she was cautious about who works with children.  One way to get to know your 
team is by asking each team member to complete a personality test.  There are so 
many to choose from and many are free or inexpensive.  

Personality Tests 
The Myers-Briggs -  Created in the 1940’s, Cost $49.95 per individual. 

Strengthfinders - Start with your top 5 strengths and focus on those.  The Strength 
finders assessment helps you see what the strengths of your team members are and 
allows you to use them where they fit best. The assessment starts at $19.99 a person. 


DISC - The DiSC is a behavioral assessment test based on the theory of William 
Moulton Marston that centers on four unique personality traits: dominance, influence, 
steadfastness, and consciousness. The DiSC is particularly useful in understanding 
how you respond to certain challenges, as well as your behaviors to those around you 
and in everyday life. The DISC cost $72 an up. 


Color Code - The Color Code is the most revolutionary and ACCURATE measurement 
of your personality available on the market today. Once you have learned the Color 
Code you will never see yourself or others the same again! The Color Code is your best 
bet for understanding how to make sense out of life's relationship puzzles. The Basic 
Color Code Assessment is Free. 


Find versions of all of these for free at www.testguide.com


Free Volunteer Quiz produced by Southwestern Assemblies of God University. 


https://media.tablegroup.com/ted-talk/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwupD4BRD4ARIsABJMmZ8EQYXLOp8Y23abTcuZiCT7YQs_x_AiuGYoXguyq9tWDAbF6HTVAIoaAsDJEALw_wcB
https://www.amazon.com/Ideal-Team-Player-Recognize-Cultivate-ebook/dp/B01B6AEJJ0%23ace-g2093936695
https://www.myersbriggs.org/my-mbti-personality-type/mbti-basics/
https://www.mbtionline.com/en-US/Products/For-you
https://store.gallup.com/c/en-us/assessments
https://www.discprofile.com/products/?c=7
https://www.colorcode.com/about/
https://www.test-guide.com/free-personality-test.html
https://www.southwestern.edu/live/files/5875-volunteer-quizpdf


3. Use Your Team - Nobody wants to serve on a team and never be used.  In fact, they 
may assume they are not on the team at all if they don’t receive communication or 
direction from the leader.   One way to make sure everyone is on the same page is to 
have regular meetings.  Since we know that people are busy and we want to be 
courteous of their time, follow these tips to better team meetings. 


1. Have a reason for your meeting.  If what you are meeting for can be done by an 
email or group message, do that instead.


2. Stick to the meeting time frames.  If you say we will meet one hour, watch the clock 
and adjourn on time. 


3. Get to the point.  Don’t spend a lot of time talking among yourselves.  You can do 
that after the meeting is over and no one feels held captive. 


4. Drive the discussion.  Don’t let one or two people control the conversation.  If 
topics are brought up that can not be resolved within the specified time limit, table 
the subject and schedule a meeting in the future to discuss it. Be sure and take 
minutes so you can refer back to previous decisions. If you need to have a meeting 
facilitator to help you stay on track, assign someone and give them permission to 
keep you on topic. 


5. At the end of the meeting, recap what you decided and what assignments have 
been given out. 


4. Be Flexible - You are working with volunteers who have jobs, families and other 
responsibilities.  Don’t have unrealistic expectations.  The team will never work harder 
or give more time than the leader.  Extend grace when life happens and team members 
are unable to complete their assignments.  If this continues to happen with a team 
member, you may consider gracefully releasing them from responsibility until life 
becomes normal again. 


5. Show Your Appreciation - There is nothing like working hard at an event or project 
and no one seem to notice.  Your volunteers will work longer and harder for you when 
they feel appreciated.  For some, a simple thank you does the trick but for others they 
need to receive card or be recognized in some way to feel appreciated.  To find out 
what the Appreciation Language of your team members are, have them complete the 5 
Appreciation Languages Assessment. 


https://www.rmdc.org/ep-5-the-table-podcast-how-to-lead-effective-volunteer-meetings/
http://www.betterthinking.co.nz/Appreciation_Languages.pdf
http://www.betterthinking.co.nz/Appreciation_Languages.pdf

